
 

   

BONDS IN MAY 
 

May was the beginning of a rocky ride for bond investors and  
could be indicative of what the rest of 2013 might look like if 
fears continue with regard to a reduction in economic stimulus. 
“Tapering” of stimulus activity by the Federal Reserve is an 
eventuality, however, even a minor misstep on the Fed’s exit 
could mean a tough time for markets. Both equities and bonds 
saw large sell-offs in June post communication from the Fed. 

 
 
 

QEIII AND CENTRAL BANK ACTIVITY 
 

Since September 2012, the Federal Reserve has been engaged 
in an economic stimulus policy called Quantitative Easing III  
(QE III).  The QE III policy follows several other stimulus programs 
including QE I,  QE II, and operation twist, all of which are      
designed to assist in economic recovery post the 2008 financial 
crisis.  In addition to the Fed, most of the worlds’ major central 
banks have committed to some form of open-ended monetary 
or  fiscal policy as detailed in the table on page 2 following.  
 

However, interest rate reductions and bond purchases have 
become a routine policy tool with diminishing impact as well as 
mixed results. 

 
 
 

COUNTERINTUITIVE RESULTS 
 

Unified central bank action has also impaired traditional      
portfolio risk management techniques. Market results, for 2013, 
have now become somewhat counterintuitive.  Big improve-
ments to unemployment and housing should mean positive 
market performance, right? Not necessarily. Overly positive 
economic indicators could, at this time, actually have a      
negative market impact if the conclusion is less or no QE III and 
sooner rather than later.  We saw this demonstrated last week 
when the market interpreted Bernanke’s statements as more 
positive than expected, followed by a 2% fall in the S&P500. 

 

RATES AND ROTATIONS 
 

Prolonged periods of low interest rates also present a problem 
for a host of investors: pension funds, annuities, retirees, and 
trust beneficiaries who count on portfolio income to meet  
return requirements. These investors are now forced into      
traditionally more risky asset classes to reach for required yield 
to meet their obligations. This kind of shift to more risky asset 
classes, some feel, will proliferate into a large “rotation” from 
bonds to stocks. 

 

In addition, prices on longer term bonds will see more of a 
decrease as rates rise. Coupon rates on new bond issues will 
increase as all rates rise, but prices on existing bonds with   
lower coupon rates will decrease. That can hurt a portfolio if  
bonds cannot be held to maturity or if there is exposure to 
bond mutual funds.  We’ve already seen a “duration rotation” 
from longer to shorter term bonds within the bond  space and 
now, toward the end of June, investors are rotating          
more aggressively out of bond-like  investments and into cash. 

 

TAPERING TIMING 
 

At this point, every portfolio manager and hedge fund guru 
should be focused on the timing of the tapering.  Bernanke is 
leaving his position as Chairman of the Fed in January 2014, 
and some still suspect he could also leave QE III tapering along 
with its potential for more market  turbulence to his successor.  
 

Regardless of the timing, it can be dangerous territory when 
stocks AND bonds are falling simultaneously. There is a potential 
for overall market instability to develop. A good example is  
Apple: the stock price on May 3, 2013 was $447.02 and on June 
13, 2013 $435.96, a 2.5% decline. For the same time period,  
Apple bond losses range from 3.7% to 6.2% depending on date 
of maturity ranging from 10 to 30 years respectively. In this    
environment, flexibility and diversification are increasingly    
important.  
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EXAMPLE: 
We have illustrated  below what your portfolio performance could look like for rest of 2013 starting with $1 million on May 1 and May 
performance repeats each month through December:    
 Portfolio A shows a 60/40 mix of muni bonds and large cap value stocks with no adjustments through year end 
 Portfolio B  shows a 60/40 mix with both bond and stock diversification adjustments for current conditions made in early June 

See page 2 for asset allocation details of diversified portfolio 
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Fixed Income Diversification     Bank Loans 23.5%

    Short Term Bond 8.0%

    Intermediate Muni's 5.0%

    International Bonds 5.0%

    Emerging Market Bonds 5.0%

    High Yield Bonds 7.5%

    Unconstrained 6.0%

Stock Diversification     Large Cap Value 7.00%

    Large Cap Core 3.00%

    Mid Cap 5.00%

    Small Cap 7.00%

    International 5.00%

    Emerging Market Stock 3.00%

    Commodities 2.50%

    Real Estate 2.50%

    Tactical 5.00%

This analysis is for informational and illustrative purposes only.  It reflects performance for May 2013 and quantifies dollar amount changes if identical performance 
repeats monthly to year end.  It is not a market forecast. It does not reflect any specific GenFi  strategy. It  illustrates  values of fixed income securities will change as 
interest rates fluctuate.  Past performance does not assure or guarantee future performance or the success of any investment strategy.  Investing in any security 
involves the risk of loss.  Some risks within the bond space include interest rate risk, price volatility, illiquidity, default, and declines in collateral value. 
 

For more further assistance with diversification, allocation or other investment needs please contact Julie Zakarias  jzakarias@generationsffs.com 


